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This document presents the outputs of a day-long Ideation Workshop
which brought together all consortium partners to discuss and determine
creative and feasible solutions to the previously identified barriers towards
scaling SFSC innovations. The four innovations (Multi-Modal
Transportation, Regional Food Hub, 4 Party Logistics, and Shared IT
Platform) are described in narrative form and then compared and ranked
according to pre-determined indicators. The 4 Party Logistics and the Food
Hub emerged as the most viable.
Having have determined which innovation to pilot, figuring out how to pilot
it in a way that is both feasible and insightful became the focus for the
consortium. This process is briefly described before continuing to share
Summary/ with the reader what exactly was done during the Pilot Project, and what
brief description of learnings can be extracted.
report
Both our consortium partners and the LCA show that the first mile is
actually a source of many inefficiencies and should therefore be the focus
for improvement. By combining – to the extent possible in our short time
period – various overlapping supply chains we were able to reduce food
miles travelled by individual farmers; ii) increase haul loads; iii) increase
access to new markets resulting in reduced carbon emissions in the piloted
supply chain. A virtual run with a fully implemented Food Hub Model points
to ever great CO2 emission reductions and other efficiency gains along the
supply chain.
While the pilot was very small scale, it has confirmed the value of the food
hub model and has incentivized consortium partners to continue working
together towards it development.
Date of report January 21st 2021
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Innovation Description
The Innovation Description is meant to document the ideas discussed during the Ideation Workshop
(see Annex 2 for the report of the workshop), an event which brought together actors working at
different stages and in different roles along the Flevoland-Amsterdam food supply chain. The
conversations were rich and multi-faceted, at times deviating from issues directly related to logistics and
transportation. The role of government oversight and support was discussed, ways of boosting demand
and creative marketing techniques, broader discussions of balancing existing infrastructure and systems
with innovative ones were among many other conversations that were had. As such, this document
serves to outline four of the most relevant and workable suggestions to improve the SFSC logistics
currently operating between Flevoland and Amsterdam.
By combining these suggestions with the most recent literature on best-practices in SFSC logistics we were
able to distill four distinct supply chain innovations. These are meant to consider the following features:
environmental impact / low carbon emissions, delivery time, cost of transport, costs of handling, resulting
product cost savings, social engagement / acceptance / involvement. These – alongside more pragmatic
considerations of feasibility - are the indicators used to determine which of the experiment would be
piloted.
It is important to note that while the experiments are presented in isolation here, in reality all could or
should be implemented in a variety of ways to achieve the integral supply chain interventions capable of
systems-change in urban food provisions that this Cross-KIC hopes to be a part of.
The document is organized as follows: i) each experiment is first outlined in narrative from; ii) they are
then more systematically compared to identify the most promising one; iii) the selection of the food hub
as the most relevant innovation and iv) the pilot project.
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Multimodal
Transportation

Multimodal transportation broadly refers to the transportation of goods in a
supply chain by more than one transportation mode with the primary aim of
increasing efficiency, and a secondary aim of transitioning away from the use
of freight trucks.1
Why & How

Investments

Multimodal transportation can potentially
increase fuel- and cost-efficiencies and
improve the sustainability of regional food
distribution by reducing reliance on truck
transportation. It is important to explore
various forms of transportation to improve the
flow of the supply chain, prevent
complications related to traffic and ease the
already congested roads.2

It is necessary to first invest in research to
test the potential benefits of multimodal
transportation in the MRA and begin
promoting this idea such that city planners
can begin to incorporate urban freight best
practices into metropolitan food distribution
and logistics planning. Once an enabling
environment is created, investments in
repurposing existing infrastructure would
follow.

DHL has already piloted a delivery barge,
converting a tourism boat to drop off
packages in the outer ring of Amsterdam.3 A
French grocer is pioneering a delivery
scheme to supply stores via the Seine,
removing as many as 2600 trucks off the
city’s road each year. While the project is still
not economically viable, the grocer sees this
as an investment into a future where diesel
vehicles will be banned from the city center.4
Multimodal transportation is fledgling as a real
alternative to the well-establish truck freight
transportation system, but one worth
exploring in light of increasing complications
associated with truck transportation and a
growing interest in creative logistics. Barges
are particularly interesting in the FlevolandAmsterdam context because of the
abundance of waterways connecting the two
regions and the potential for dual-purpose use
(for example using barges as mobile
packaging facilities).

Stakeholders
It is important to get freight planners involved
to help identify barriers and opportunities to
expanding the use of alternative freight
modes to transport food regionally.
The role of the municipality is also critical
since getting permits to use the canals for
commercial purposes would likely be the main
barrier to rolling out a multimodal strategy
using barges.

Implementation Timeframe
Once all the necessary stakeholders are
aligned, the actual physical roll-out of such a
strategy would be quick. However, if existing
infrastructure needs to be significantly altered
to be used for regional food transportation
several weeks may be allocated for such
renovation work.
2
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Regional Food
Hub

Food hubs have been described as “innovative intermediary organizational
forms” that are able to overcome the organizational and infrastructural
limitations faced by small and mid-sized farms. They are created to actively
manage the aggregation, distribution, and marketing of source-identified food
products from local and regional producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy
wholesale, retail, and institutional demand.5
Why & How

Investments

A beautiful feature of the Food Hub, and a
reason why it presents a good match to the
Flevoland case, is that it is a hybrid that goes
beyond the dichotomy between “conventional”
and “alternative” food systems. It is in this
hybridity that Food Hubs have the potential to
capture the advantages of economies of scale
while retaining the autonomy and diversity
associated with local food systems.

While the Food Hub will eventually run
independently, external funding will initially be
necessary to cover start-up costs, specifically
to secure a warehouse and transportation
fleet. Further financial support could be spent
on hiring a dedicated team to run the Food
Hub

Food hubs are also organized around valuebased supply chains, were food producers,
distributors, and sellers align in pursuit of
common financial, social, and environmental
objectives. One defining objective is to
actively help grow regional food systems.
Food hubs do this through commitments to
source and sell within specific regions and to
increase the volume of food produced and
consumed within that area. This is in contrast
to simple, regional food distributors that buy
and sell food products within a region as a
matter of circumstance and opportunity.6
The Flevoland Food Hub would first aim to
provide appropriately scaled post-harvest
handling, processing, and distribution with an
overarching aim of ensureing that logistics are
no longer a barrier for regional food growth.

Stakeholders
The regional food hub is mainly created to
improve farmers’ business cases, as such
farmers are arguably the most important
stakeholder group that needs to be involved in
the design of a Flevoland Food Hub.
Furthermore, retailers and wholesalers are an
essential stakeholder to ensure the volume
needed to be cost-effective. Governmental
and corporate partners are also important in
the beginning to stimulate demand.

Implementation timeframe
The regional food hub is a long-term goal that
can take years to fully implement. The journey
starts with i) optimizing the supply chain; ii)
conducting research on hub design; ii)
securing commitments from producers and
retailers; iii) investing in basic infrastructure.
3
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Dedicated 4PL
Service

Fourth-party logistics (4PL) is a supply chain model where one entity provides
packaging, warehousing, inventory management, marketing and transportation
services; it allows supply chain actors to outsource operational logistics and
ultimately enables them to focus on other parts of their businesses.
Why & How
A dedicated platform for facilitating logistics
and collaboration would be a welcome
addition to the supply chain. In the area of
SFSC specifically, a 4PL provider could be of
crucial importance due to the fact that
development of efficient SFSC is very
sensitive regarding data sharing and
arranging joint logistics.7

Alternatively these wages could be paid for as
an additional cost decided upon by supply
chain actors or subsidized by municipal
government funds in an initial phase.

Stakeholders

A 4PL provider is an independent entity that is
responsible for the logistics in a supply chain,
off-taking logistics-related tasks from other
supply chain actors. In our case, a dedicated
regional logistics provider could be created to
service Flevoland farmers wishing to sell to
Amsterdam. This providor should ensure that
the ‘bureaucracy’ of collaboration is minimized
and that the benefits of collaboration are
equitably distributed for supply chain actors.

It is important that the dedicated 4PL
organization be experienced, credible, and
independent while also having a good
relationship with each actor-type along the
supply chain. This can be a challenging task
due to both feasibility and viability of such
logistics services capable of satisfying lowvolume supply chain needs and uncertain
business potential for SFSC intermediary
businesses.7 Having a strong multistakeholder consortium to decide on the
nature of the 4PL is essential to the success
of this innovation.

Investments

Implementation Timeline

The main costs associated with having a full
time 4PL team involved in SFSC logistics is
the wages of the hired team members. These
could potentially be covered by the cumulative
costs-savings associated with ‘offshoring’
logistics-related tasks.

Understanding each actors’ logistical needs is
a first step of onboarding a dedicating 4PL
team. Once established, the 4PL service
should continually adjust its operations to
ensure the smooth functioning of the supply
chain.
4
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Shared IT Platform

Having one shared IT platform for managing all information would be beneficial
to everybody along the supply chain. Democratizing IT was deemed essential:
this IT platform would offer basic services to everybody along the supply chain
in order to standardize information sharing, with an option to buy plug-ins to
further improve operations.
Why & How

Investments

Digitalization and standardization through IT
can do a lot to reduce transactional costs and
make the supply chain more transparent. IT
can be used for: i) connecting product
demand and supply; ii) connecting logistical
demand and supply; iii) tracking and tracing
products from farm to fork. Collecting and
sharing this data throughout the supply chain
could radically optimize logistics and inventory
management.

IT systems are not cheap; most are out of
reach for small to mid-scale producers
operating independently. One-time start-up
costs are around €25,000 with an additional
fixed monthly fee of €1,000, both excluding
21% VAT. As such a substantial start-up
investment is needed, but with a large enough
user base, the fixed monthly fees should
become negligible, especially considering the
potential cost savings.

Digitalizing transactional information would
also nullify transaction costs, which can be
the secret killer of SFSC economic viability.
This has to be done while making sure all
data is safe and secure, that it stays in the
possession of its owner and that only the data
that needs to be shared is being shared.

Stakeholders

Local2Local has developed many IT solutions
including Food Distribution Software (FDS) for
the digital support of their food chain.
Integrated FDS supplies customer
management, logistics, distribution and online
sales. The strength of FDS lies in the integral
management of the entire chain, this system
is available for and deployable in any food
market-oriented company. With the use of this
FDS software Flevofood was able to onboard
their farmers within other food distribution
systems, making it able to sell their products
online and link it to other wholesaler systems.

Before this big investment is made, it must be
clear to all actors along the supply chain what
is demanded of them. Outside of supply chain
actors, public institutions could be critical to
subsidizing the start-up costs.

Implementation Timeline
For future developments we need to make an
inventory of IT solutions relevant for SFSCs,
especially those with an open API and easy
plus-ins.
The technology already exists, it just has to be
deployed in the context specific environment of
SFSCs. This onboarding exercise can take
time.
5

Innovation Comparison
In table 1 each innovation is assessed accoring to five pre-determined success indicators. The intensity of green correspons to the degree to which
the innovation is expected to achive said indicators; the greener the better.

Environmental Impact
Has potential to greatly

Multi-modal reduce or even eliminate
transporta- need for truck freight.
tion

Food Hub

4PL

Shared IT
Platform

Through optimization – by
vertical and horizontal
integration of supply chain potential for greatly reduced
emissions.

By controlling entire supply
chain logistics two options
emerge: i) more efficient
logistical planning leading to
fewer food miles; ii) ability to
prioritize environmental
performance over economic
performance (eg. purchasing
EVs)
No direct relation: IT can be a
tool to identify and thus seek
to prevent waste along the
supply chain

Delivery Time

Cost of Transport

Product Cost Saving

Social engagement
/acceptance

By by-passing traffic there
is potential for improved
delivery accuracy.

Most non-truck
transport alternatives
are more costly.

Currently no cost-saving
but might change as cities
change legislation to
disincentivize vehicle use.

Accessing necessary permits
for train or barge
transportation a major
issue.

With more control over
supply chain and
information of farmers
product availability,
delivery of regional
products can be made
more consistent and
predictable.
Improve efficiency =
improved delivery
accuracy and time

Increasing haul load
can drastically
decrease
transportation cost
per unit of food.

By acting as a tool to
improve supply chain
efficiency, and make use of
economies of scale, local
product can be offered at
relatively better price.

Regional Food Hub should
offer greater access of local
food for urban consumers.

Improved efficiency =
lower transaction
costs, better
planning, better use
of available resources
(drivers/ trucks,
warehouse capacity
etc)

Improved efficiency =
overall cost saving along
the supply chain, you could
have less food waste
because of less
contamination/ loss of
food quality

4PL party could control a lot
of the process taking
produce from farm to fork,
as such it needs to be
trusted and accepted by
farmers.

Improved transparency
together with real-time
information sharing can
lead to improved delivery
accuracy.

Improved
transparency =
reduced costs of
transport per unit of
food

'less product-loss'
because of better quality
monitoring through the
supplychain

Difficult to establish trust
necessary for data
transparency
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Innovation Selection
We see that the Multi-modal transportation option is the least feasible. There are many barriers, most
notably legislative ones. It is a solution that would be a lot of work for seemingly little overall benefit: any
alternative transportation options to vehicles are significantly more expensive. Nonetheless, this is an
interesting future option to bear in mind as cities start to discourage vehicles use and especially in a city
like Amsterdam with a history of water-way use. While impractical at the moment, the idea of multi-modal
transportation is an interesting one to bear in mind for the future.
The Shared IT Platform is a necessary innovation for the eventual success of the SFSC against the
conventional food supply chain, but is something that takes time to develop, especially as it rest on a large
degree of trust among supply chain actors. This innovation will be fully implemented at a later stage of
the SFSC ecosystem development.
The 4PL and Food Hub are largely interlinked as the Food Hub would need a managing body in the from
of a 4PL. Both ideas were very much supported by consortium partners, from Makro (the wholesaler) and
Flevofood (the farmer association). These innovations are impossible to fully test in the short period we
have for the pilot project, however, it is possible to test the potential of a Food Hub with a dedicated 4PL
on a very small and temporary scale.

First Mile vs. Last Mile Considerations
In order to improve the entire supply chain, each segment needs to be improved. While the last mile is
still problematic it receives a lot of attention and already has many initiatives and startups working to
improve it. The first mile is often unaddressed, largely because it occurs outside of urban centers and thus
does not have an immediate impact on the consumers. However, the organization of the first mile does
have an impact on the CO2 footprint of a given supply chain, as well as the final costs of transporting
goods from farm to fork, not to mention is it the farmer that is involved in, if not burdened by, the first
mile. Furthermore, the LCA conducted as part of the System Mapping (Annex 1) also point to greater
carbon emissions in the first mile as opposed to the last mile for most case studies.
Because of these reasons a priority is being given to the first mile. The aim of the pilot project will be to
test the benefits gained and the barriers faced by trying to optimize and consolidate where pragmatically
possible the current parallel runs. The specifics of the pilot project – how it was arranged, what it sought
to achieve, what lessons were learnt – is described in the following section.

Pilot Project
The pilot phase of the project emerges after the system mapping and ideation workshop. In the former
the current reality of several SFSC initiatives delivering produce to Amsterdam from Flevoland is depicted,
in the latter actors from all along the supply chain came together to find common ground and identify a
variety of interventions that would lead to a more efficient supply chain.
This second part of the document starts with a recap the process around setting up and executing the
pilot project. It then goes into further detail comparing the pre-pilot and pilot phases of the project. In the
pilot we tested the potential for cost and CO2 savings from optimizing the supply chain. We describe what
happened during the pilot project and outline achievements and lessons learnt. This then sets the stage
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for the Regional Food Hub Blueprint and Rollout Strategy document which provides a more futureoriented description of what a Food Hub can mean for the consortium partners and for the region.

The Process
Getting Started
After the system mapping and the ideation workshop it became clear that a Regional Food Hub
(with 4PL) is one innovation that has traction amongst consortium partners, has the potential to
achieve the supply chain improvements this project sought to address, and can present an
innovation in supply chain management if designed with farmers as the main clients and
sustainability as the overarching aim as opposed to a principle focus on economic considerations.
After the food hub was identified as the desired innovation, how this rather ambitious long-term
vision could be translated into a short-term one-off pilot test that is both informative and feasible
became the point of discussion among consortium partners.
Several conversations were had to determine what a Regional Food Hub pilot should look like.
Here it was important to take into consideration variables other than CO2 emissions, costeffectiveness, and social acceptance and take into account the lived realities of consortium
partners, namely that they are running businesses with customers and cannot afford to have
something be drastically different in their supply chains.
Several ideas surfaced: Could we do a full run in a whole other configuration to test what full
collaboration would look like? No, impossible. Maybe we could have a parallel run to test an
alternative logistics system with the backup of the standard run to deliver food to customers in
case there are too many delays? Yes, maybe. What about doing a dry run, just testing the
logistics? Well yes, but these goods are being moved anyway, might as well move them as part
of a pilot project. How about we don’t actually change anything about the physical run but
actually invest time in designing a virtual run, with a virtual food hub, getting closest to what the
actual innovation would entail, and make calculation of cost savings and CO2 saving from
hypotheticals? This would work, but there is so much to learn from actually doing something that
cannot be predicted in model…
“Simulation will not work, we need to pilot something real, only then will the true costs
and lessons learnt emerge. Impossible to imagine everything that can go wrong, or right.
If you don’t execute, you don’t know what the learning points are.” - Phillip, BvB
In the end the contradiction between a simulation and a real run became the crux of our
discussions. A simulation would shed light on the real improvements that could be achieved if a
hub with optimized logistics were implemented in the SFSC ecosystem, but we would miss out
on the insight that comes out of actually doing something. But if we conduct a physical run, there
is so little that we could change that its stops making sense to do anything at all. This is the feeling
we were all left with after several meetings and discussions. A bit stuck, not sure how to provide
something useful in the short period of time left.
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Narrowing Down
What was decided on was a hybrid. We would seek to optimize the supply chains as much as
possible, and simulate other changes to give a clearer indication of the benefits of a hub model.
Once we agreed on the idea, there was quite a scramble to make it happen. Consortium partners
had to echo the decision through their organization to ensure that everybody who needs to know
about changes in logistics is made aware of them (this turned out to be a lot of people) and also
agree to the changes.
After discussions with consortium partners it seemed that we could be able to fully consolidate
the runs of BvB, Makro and Flevourbox in one milk run, have everything go through Zonneheerdt
on the same day, Flevourboxes would be assembled here and then brought with the rest of the
produce to the Makro hub. Ideally for this run we could circumvent entirely the the RAI
warehouse and have the BvB packaged at Makro and delivering to pick up point from there.
Foodlogica would distribute Flevourboxes in the city center from the Makro Hub, and Makro
would carry out its last-mile logistics as per usual.
The Final Verdict
Unsurprisingly, changing the order and pickup time proved very difficult, if not impossible. Each
supply chain initiative operates its own timeline, and delivers goods to the final customer
during different days of the week. The rigidity of the timeline became a serious limiting factor
to any changes. This is when L2L came in and offered to offtake logistics from several partners
to make collaboration more possible. And it worked, to an extent. With L2L stepping in as a sort
of 4PL, taking a look at the whole system and doing what makes sense in the aggregate, we
were able to implement changes that otherwise would have been impossible.
The pilot has been captured in a short video1 showing the combined logistics and interventions
being made to work towards a Regional Food Hub model:

1

Copy and paste this link to watch www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvXqAq9jqx0&feature=emb_logo
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Phase 1: Pre-pilot - Separate Supply Chains Running Overlapping Runs
In the System Mapping Report we concluded that low volume (per run), first-mile delivery,
reliance on volunteers and ‘donated’ infrastructure, high unaccounted costs due to mistakes (still
in trial-and-error phase), and time- and energy-intensiveness of collaboration were barriers to
improve the SFSCs operatingin Flevoland. We saw that in these parallel runs – sourcing from the
same farmers, using the same collection points, with overlap in transportation partners and
transportation routes, and supplying the same area – were missed opportunities for
collaboration leading to logistics, transportation, and transaction costs that are unnecessarily
high.
Furthermore, looking beyond logistics to the business case of each SFSC initiative we see that
each has its own target customer group, its own revenue model, its own value proposition, etc.
(Annex 3). This diversity created a good backdrop of symbiotic collaboration as opposed to the
competitive mentality that often prevents meaningful collaborative relationships to flourish. In
other words, the predisposition to collaboration of the consortium partners in this project due
to their diverse business cases amplifies the potential benefits of horizontal collaboration.

The current situation can be summarized with these dynamics:
1. Everybody is in honeymoon phase with a lot of free stuff from Covid, including access to
warehouse space, good rates on transportation, volunteer labor, etc. This was a big reality
facing a lot of the supply chains. In the current ‘crisis’ mode of operating things work, but
the second you start considering the true costs of the supply chains, they fall apart.
2. There is space for collaboration, but without the necessary personnel, time and financial
support to enable it.

Collaboration
It is important to note that
collaboration was already
occurring between several of
the SFSC initiatives on a 1-1
basis (Figure 1) but there is yet
to be a systemic collaboration
ensuring
that
symbiotic
relationships are used to their
fullest potential, ensuring an
efficient and streamlined supply
chain. Here is an overview of
existing partnership within the
consortium:

Figure 1: Outline of pre-pilot collaboration.
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● Local2Local + Flevofood: L2L provides the IT, logistics, administration, assemblage and roll out
strategy for FlevoFood. L2L is in the process of setting up an IT-platform with the FlevoFood
identity. The process of onboarding of farmers and products has been started but is still only in
the first stages. The promotion of local products is collaboratively developed by FlevoFood and
Local2Local, sharing marketing and communication costs.
● Boeren voor Buren + Flevofood: Within this collaboration Flevofood organizes the procurement
and collection logistics of local produce for the Boeren voor Buren initiative. Whereas Boeren
voor Buren acts as a logistical partner organizing the assemblage and last mile logistics to supply
Amsterdam citizens with lower incomes.
● Flevofood + Flevourbox : Flevofood acts within this collaboration as a procurement, collection
logistics and packaging partner to supply the Flevourbox.
● L2L + Makro: Wholesalers like Makro are working on new pathways to more efficiently supply
regional food to their customers. Here L2L acts as an intermediary between farmers and the
wholesaler, and Makro provides logistical support and a large market for local products. Over
the last few years Local2Local and Makro have piloted various ways to sell local products via
wholesale channels.
● Flevofood + Foodlogica: These two organizations have already been in contact to see about last
mile delivery of the Flevour box with Food Logica’s electric vehicles. This collaboration has only
occurred in conversations and planning, but there is potential that this collaboration will
materialize in the coming months.
● Local2Local + Rode Kruis: Due to the crisis brought about by Covid-19, L2L helped the Rode Kruis
in their project to redistribute excess food to families in need. The main services provided by L2L
were procurement and logistics, and access to a new market for the farmers.
Price for Farmer
Already in the pre-pilot state these initiatives are able to offer a better price to the farmers
(Table 1; Appendix 2). However, this favorable return is only made possible by cost-savings in
other parts of the supply chain either through volunteer work for packaging, free access to
warehouse space, or negative returns; such a price is only possible because other costs are
greatly discounted or even nullified thanks to charitable acts on behalf of supply chain actors. In
other words, there is not yet an initiative providing a better price for farmers through a viable
and competitive business model. The challenge for this consortium going forward is to maintain
a premium on the market price while decreasing dependence on cost supplementation.
Higher Product Price SFSC

Volumes (kg)

Market

Initiative

Boeren voor Buren

3456

€ 1.363,04

€ 2.148,85

€ 785,81

157,65%

Red Cross

15933

€ 6.404,43

€ 8.987,62

€ 2.583,19

140,33%

Flevourbox

837,50

€ 290,13

€ 578,13

€ 288,00

199,27%

Local2Local

% of market price

not comparable products to foodboxes content

Table 1: Calculation of the % over market price each initiative is able to offer farmers.
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CO2 Emissions
Beyond food miles, several factors regarding the characteristics of transportation and logistics
are important in determining the environmental impact of a given supply chain. These include:
(i) the infrastructure along the supply chain; (ii) the type (capacity) of vehicles used; (iii) the
conditions in which food is transported, stored (e.g., refrigerators, freezers, etc.) and packaging
material used. During the system mapping phase and pilot phase a lot of data has been
gathered to conduct the LCAs in order to calculate the environmental impacts, which can be
seen in Appendix 3 and are summarized in table 2 below. We see that the biggest loss, with the
exception of the Flevourbox, is occurring during the milk run. Many farmers deliver the goods
themselves, whereas they should be ideally all picked up in one milk run by one truck.

SFSC initiative

Milkrun (collection)

Inbound logistics (DC) Delivery

Local2Local

38,54 Kg CO2

121,77 Kg CO2

39,85 Kg CO2

Boeren voor Buren

260,51 Kg CO2

124,41 Kg CO2

83,7 Kg CO2

Flevourbox

71,85 Kg CO2

not applicable

208,12 Kg CO2

Red Cross

239,11 Kg CO2

66,42 Kg CO2

101,50 Kg CO2

Table 2: Overview of CO2 emissions

Phase 2: Pilot - Cost Reduction Through Optimized Logistics
“If we could establish one supply chain to organize the physical transportation and
processing of food, strengthen that with information sharing, while maintaining the
autonomy of producers, with 1-2 hubs, we will create a system that can handle greater
volumes with limited cost. We can imagine a dedicated team hired to manage the hubs,
ensuring the steady supply, onboarding farmers, marketing, etc. This can only be done if
the volumes are high enough, and various parties need to agree to join the hub model.
Flevofood is on board.” – Bauke, Flevofood
At a minimum a Regional Food Hub (together with a 4PL) should i) enable better first-mile
optimization of routes; ii) effectively oversee sorting and packaging and; iii) establish a multimarket distribution system, either internally or through collaboration with existing last-mile
logistics providers.

As such, in the Pilot Project we sought to optimize the parallel transport streams to test the
potential for optimized logistics vis á vis a food hub as a starting point. We focused on making
the milk run more efficient, enabling deeper collaboration among all partners (as opposed to
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bilateral collaboration) and collaborated with a dedicated zero-emission last mile transportation
provider to deliver Flevour boxes to customers in Amsterdam.
The pilot was in essence a one-time experiment to get an idea of the potential for improvement
in the future, and it did serve that purpose. Furthermore, several real improvements were
realized:
1. We introduced a more convenient aggregation point to reduce kms travelled by individual
farmers;
2. We increased the haul load of rucks going from Flevoland to Amsterdam;
3. We enabled access to the Amsterdam market for Flevourbox by combining Makro and
Foodlogica logistics;
4. We reduced empty hauling by having Wezenberg carry out the transportation logistics

Combining logistics for collection of local produce
During the pilot the various collection runs of local products passing Zonneheerdt were
combined. The farmers in the South of Flevoland brought the ordered products for the
Flevourbox to a new collection point in Almere and were taken by a single Makro truck to
Zonneheerdt. The larger product volumes ordered for the Flevourbox were combined with the
orders for Boeren voor Buren are were transported by Wezenberg logistics as per usual but with
an increased fikling rate, first to Zonneheerdt and eventually to RAI Amsterdam. Below are
stylized versions of both the pre-pilot run (Figure 2) and pilot run (Figure 3).
Aligning the timetable
The most important and limiting factor in combining logistics are the different time schedules of
each SFSC initiative. Appendix 3 depicts the overlapping timetables and identifying the highest
opportunity for combining logistical processes in the milk run and inbound logistics. The various
combined logistics are elaborated upon per logistical process step in the next section, showing
the visualization of these combined logistics. Most notable to include here is that it was only
when L2L stepped in to offer to take the role of 4PL that consortium partners were able to show
more flexibility regarding the timing of pick-up and delivery.
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Figure 2: Pre-pilot run.

Milk Run Logistics

Figure 3: Pilot run.
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Milk Run Logistics Overview
In the pre-pilot products were brought to the packaging facility at Zonneheerdt in Dronten
separately by all farmers from all over Flevoland. Makro was collecting Local2Local assortment
every Monday and Tuesday, passing Zonneheerdt as a collection point within its supply chain.
Wezenberg logistics was collecting products from farmers, passing by Zonneheerd, from where
a separate transportation company was bringing goods on Friday to the RAI Amsterdam.

During the pilot these various collection runs of local products passing Zonneheerdt were
combined. The farmers in the South of Flevoland brought the ordered products for the
Flevourbox to the collection point in Almere which were then taken by Makro to Zonneheerdt.
The volumes ordered for the Flevourbox were combined with the orders for Boeren voor Buren,
and were transported by Wezenberg logistics through Zonneheerd eventually going to the RAI
Amsterdam.
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Milk Run Logistics - BvB

Delivery logistics
Originally, BvB wanted to work with Makro to use boxes and pallets instead of roll containers and
crates. The latter have to be returned and increased miles travelled. This optimization idea
emerged from conversations between the partners but due to the lack of time and capacity
caused by the Christmas holidays, this improved delivery scheme has not been implemented in
practice during the pilot phase. However seeing as it was easily implementable given more time,
we included it in the virtual calculation within the LCA.
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Another improvement occurred in practice: by hitching on the Flevourbox produce to the existing
BvB transportation route we were able to deliver it to Amsterdam at almost no additional cost.
In Amsterdam, we partnered with consortium partner Food Logica to test the full B2C chain
including last mile delivery. Foodlogica delivered Flevourboxes throughout Amsterdam.

Carbon Dioxide Reductions
The LCA shows that the Pilot has led to a
33% reduction in carbon emissions of the
associated supply chain, whereas it
predicts that a Food Hub model would
enable a 65% reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions. It is important to remind the
reader that these numbers should be
interpreted as indications, not as hard
facts. More data needs to be collected to
improve the accuracy of the LCAs, but the
results are point to the conclusions that
serious benefit can be reaped in term of
carbon
dioxide
emissions
when
considering a Food Hub model for
organizing region food aggregation,
processing, and distribution.
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Cost Reductions
To calculate cost reductions we used the optimal costs of initiatives analyzed. Many real costs for
upscaling are not included and need to be explored in the next phase of the project. The early
stage of the initiatives led to many knowledge gaps, nonetheless results can be used as valid
indication of trends we can expect. Having have had the most accurate data, the business case
of the Red Cross COVID-19 crisis boxes is thoroughly calculated showcasing real potential for a
scalable and professional SFSC. While there are significant differences in between the business
models and cost categories of the various initiatives, several cost reductions can potentially be
established (Table 3).

Table 3. Potential cost reduction for combined logistics of 4 represented initiatives (full data Appendix 4)

Phase 3 Regional Food Hub – A needed supply chain innovation to
improve the business cases for SFSC initiatives in the MRA
In the following document we outline the idea of the Regional Food Hub, which is a supply chain
innovation that is necessary to overcome several logistical and transportation issues faced by consortium
partners. The Regional Food Hub would create a basic re-orientation of logistics systems that will enable
current SFSC initiatives to go to the next level in terms of collaboration, revenue and volume, paving the
path for 20% of food in Amsterdam coming from Flevoland.

Achievements and Lessons Learnt
The two main barriers faced to conducting a more optimized run was timing and divergent
transport needs. Each parallel supply chain might make use of similar transportation routes, but
they are all tied to a very specific timetable, and in the end there was little overlap there. For
example, BvB transports its produce from Flevoland to Amsterdam on Friday whereas Makro
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does it main run on Thursday. This slight difference in timing made it impossible to consolidate
those runs in the short time frame we had available. Second, BvB transports a lot more volume
than Makro does so it was impossible to have Makro transport the goods for BvB on Thursday.
All partners were (unsurprisingly) unable to budge on their timelines. “BvB and Makro are on a
different timetable, impossible to align those two.” Furthermore, operations differ greatly. Each
food type comes in separate pallets, they need to be arranged into their final boxes.
Nonetheless several improvements were realized and can be summarized as:
i)
reduced food miles by individual farmers;
ii)
increased haul load;
iii)
access to new markets.
On a more conceptual level, the project provided small scale proof of the potential large
reduction of CO2 emission in the first mile as well as the potential large reduction of logistical
costs and movements in the first mile logistics, it created awareness and knowledge with local
farmers, logistic service providers and policy makers about SFSC’s and its logistical requirements
and possibilities and finally it offered theoretical proof of how food hubs could be an enabler of
4PL logistics for SFSC, reducing their financial and transaction costs.
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Appendixes
Appendix 1: Full Data Cost Savings
market price
€/kg (source
farmers +
https://www.g Volumes Price
factueel.nl/)
BvB
BvB
A-Carrots

0,35

320 € 0,75

B -Beetroots yellow/
chioggia

0,65

150

C-Parsnip

0,32

F-Onions:

0,11

315

€ 0,55

E-Potatoes:

0,25

800

€ 0,35

M: Apples

Volum Price
es Red Rode
Cross Kruis

€ 112,00

1418

€ 97,50

1215

€ 112,50

€ 0,90

540

€ 0,83

0,33

180

€ 0,60

H: Paprika

0,6

130

€ 0,90

I: Lettuce

0,3

90

€ 0,90

J: Courgette

0,41

85

€ 1,14

K: Tomatoes

0,7

318

€ 0,80

L: Cauliflower

€ 240,00

€ 0,75

0,5

G: Cucumber

Product price
BvB each
Market
week
price

0,43

528

€ 0,45

€€ 173,25
€ 280,00
€ 448,20
€ 108,00
€ 117,00
€ 81,00
€ 96,90
€ 254,40
€ 237,60

€ 2.148,85

€ 0,75

Product
price Red
Cross

Market
price

product
price price
Volumes Flevou Flevour market
Flevour rbox
box
price

€ 1.063,31 € 496,21

€ 0,75

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 910,95 € 789,49

€ 0,75

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

125 € 0,90

€
112,50

€ 40,00

€ 547,25 € 109,45

125 € 0,45

€ 56,25

€ 13,75

€ 633,08 € 565,25

187,5 € 0,45 € 84,38

€ 46,88

€ 1.098,35 € 998,50

€
212,50

€ 125,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,75

€ 0,75

€ 0,00
€ 34,65

995

€ 200,00

2261

€ 270,00

1997

€ 59,40

1298

€ 78,00

893

€ 27,00

2210

€ 34,85

2532

€ 222,60

1115

€ 227,04

€ 1.363,04

€ 0,55
€ 0,28
€ 0,55
€ 0,60
€ 0,90
€ 0,45
€ 0,50
€ 0,80
€ 0,68

€ 0,00

250 € 0,85

€ 778,80 € 428,34
€ 803,48 € 535,65

€ 1,16

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 994,50 € 663,00

€ 1,04

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 2,74

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

150 € 0,75

€
112,50

€ 64,50

€
578,13

€ 290,13

€
€ 1.265,90 1.038,04
€ 892,00 € 780,50
€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€
€ 8.987,62 6.404,43
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Appendix 2: Visualization of the LCA per SFSC and the integrated supply
chain of the pilot phase
LCA for Boeren voor Buren

LCA for Flevourbox
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LCA for Red Cross

LCA for Local2Local
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Integrated supply chain LCA (combined logistics within pilot phase)
To avoid confusion, a visualization with the respective values for the environmental impacts will not be
provided. The reader is referred to the visualization which is already provided in the report.

The Environmental Impacts

Transport 1
Transport 2
Transport 3
Transport 4
Transport 5
Transport 6
Transport 7
Transport 8
Transport 9
Total
Total KG product =
8197
Per KG product

Fossil Fuel Depletion
(L)
52.55

CO2 Emission (KG)

15.40
14.4
32.06
43.48
47.16
12.24
n/a
9.72
227.01

24.90
59.04
87.79
142.64
195.15
50.20
0
39.85
771.04

0.028

0.093

Water Use (L)

171.47

148.8
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Appendix 3 - Timetable
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Appendix 4 Overview full data cost savings
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